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Experimental Solid-state Spintronics across Quantum objects
Spurred by potential device functionalities, some recent advances in spintronics address the conversion between
charge and spin currents as a consequence of spin-orbit coupling1, or the conversion between heat gradients and spinpolarized currents due to the spin Seebeck effect2. This effect is also generating strong interest in transforming heat
into useable work3, within an overall context of utilizing quantum physics to perform information-to-energy
conversion processes4, notably using self-contained electronic devices5.
Our team has acquired world-class experimental/theoretical expertise into the assembly of ferromagnetic
metal/molecule interfaces with high spin polarization at room temperature6,7 (aka organic spinterfaces) that can
interact magnetically with a molecular spin chain8. The chain’s spin state can be altered by an applied bias voltage, as
first demonstrated using a scanning tunnelling microscope, and recently now in a solid-state spintronic device9,10.
Based on promising in-house experimental spintronic results of room-temperature quantum transport across spin
chains, we are looking to expand our scientific team’s core experimental expertise toward quantum physics:
quantum dots, spin qubits, heat conversion processes, quantum thermodynamics, circuit quantum electrodynamics,
thermal fluctuations and information-to-energy conversion processes... Research experience in spintronics and
paramagnetic centers is a plus but is not required. Given the high level of academic competition within the CNRS
screening process to recruit a Junior Scientist, we are looking for candidates with a strong CV (e.g. several highimpact-factor publications as 1st author) who have demonstrated research leadership in at least two positions (e.g.
PhD and postdoc). Plusses here include international experience, an established collaboration network, the
demonstrated ability to secure funding, and strong English oral/written scientific communication skills. The CNRS
strongly encourages women to apply.
If you think you’ve got what it takes, please email your CV and a short letter of motivation. Letters of
recommendation are welcome. We will contact potential candidates in early September, interview candidates through
Nov. 15th, 2018, and help one candidate assemble a recruitment proposal package due in early Jan. 2019.
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